
 
Chapter 1

The Heavenly Axis
The Last Cycle of Unmaking
Outskirts of Duah-teh District, Herakleion

Accompanied by her personal guard of baboon-soldiers, Hema crested 
the spur of carved rock with a nimbleness born of experience. Fingers 
and toes found familiar cracks in the surface and she summited what 
had once been a glorious tribute to Ptah, the creator god of the ancient 
Egyptians. The robed statue was about 100 meters high and set against 
an uneven ridge. Its right arm bent to a large plinth-like staff. The head 
had been sheared away by the unstable landscape, leaving only a flat-
tened ledge. Hema situated herself in the center of the bone-white slab 
and stretched to relieve the tension in her shoulders and upper arms. 
The bunch-backed simians took up defensive positions around the pe-
rimeter, scanning for signs of the enemy. They wore reed and bronze 
armor and bristled with daggers, sickle swords and handaxes.

Heart-shaped flowers the color of rotted meat sprouted from the 
statue’s cracks and vestigial joints. The captain of the guard, Gapti, of-
fered Hema a short-stemmed blossom with lowered eyes. She breathed 
in its heady fragrance, tucked it behind an ear and stroked Gapti’s wide, 
scarred muzzle in thanks. He was taller by a half-meter, twice as broad 
and covered in a thick ruff of white fur. His dog-like face broke into 
a shy, dagger-toothed smile meant to be encouraging. Then, suddenly 
self-conscious, he barked a command for vigilance and assumed the 
post nearest his charge. He’d lived since infancy for Hema and would 
see no harm done to her, regardless of the blood-price.

From this vantage point, Hema surveyed the twisted and tessellated 
city of her masters, the Duah-teh priesthood. The city of Herakleion 
had been subject to increasingly violent mutations in form and ar-
rangement as if malign underground pressures were working their way 
to the surface. Its structures of pale stone foundered at unnatural an-
gles. Only the buildings closest to the city core—built around the great 
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atef-crowned Temple of Osiris—maintained some semblance of their 
original contours. Given over to Herakleion’s wanton metamorphosis, 
everything else lurched out of kilter. The outlying areas trailed into 
dense, nearly impassable dreamscapes like vast melts of candlewax.

Herakleion had once towered over the Nile delta, a wondrous and 
thriving port city modelled partly on the glories of Atlantis. The city 
no longer rose above the Egyptian coast; instead, it straddled a horizon 
the length of an eternal moment. Much like smoke drawn up a flue, the 
city grew increasingly distorted the further it extended from its point 
of origin toward the blinding light of moment’s end. Hema couldn’t 
resist glancing at the pinhole sun that was neither Ra nor Khonsu but 
some cold unknowable star drafting the city into its ever-expanding 
maw. She settled on the rock cross-legged and took a few calming 
breaths to clear the impending threat from her mind. Penetrating the 
dimensions-spanning dreamtime—what the Duah-teh called the Un-
worldly River—required her complete focus.

Her perch helped minimize the mental interference she encoun-
tered at ground level. The principle drawback was that it left her es-
pecially vulnerable to physical attack. When fully entranced she was 
insensible to her surroundings and so had to rely on Gapti and his 
troop to safeguard her from the dangers of a chance shift in surround-
ings or an assault from the Duah-teh’s age-old foes, the Nebwa. The 
insurgent Nebwa roamed Herakleion’s hallucinatory wilds, mounting 
periodic assaults on the city proper. They were unrepentant zealots for 
chaos. While her masters struggled to slow and contain the city’s cor-
ruption, the Nebwa fought to accelerate then loose it on the scarcely-
remembered Earth of their ancestors.

A recent spate of psychic shockwaves had spurred the Nebwa to 
bolder aggressions. Only two solar cycles ago, they’d dared to target 
the Ptahkit’b directly via the old aqueducts. The Duah-teh were count-
ing on Hema to find some advantage in the Unworldly River—a weap-
on, an artifact, a magickal adept—something to give them lasting hope. 
Hundreds of attempts had yielded little more than vague premonitions. 
Hema feared her masters’ collective patience was nearly at an end. The 
flower Gapti proffered might as well have been a funeral token.

Hema closed her eyes and began to settle into her astral mindset by 
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reciting an ancient Sumerian mantra BAB.I.LI ANU.NA.KI (Ba-bee-
lee A-noo-na-key), one of the last remembrances from her birthplace. 
The Duah-teh had snatched her out of time as a skinny pre-adolescent 
in order to nurture and harness her inborn sensitivity to the Unworld-
ly River. Though her body had aged only about twenty years since the 
kidnapping, her consciousness had accumulated nearly two thousand 
years of experience. Her wisdom now far surpassed that of her putative 
masters.

She understood reality as a unified continuum of becoming rather 
than as an aggregation of discrete, static phenomena. Being and not-
being weren’t mutually exclusive states; rather, being in its purest form 
was indeterminate and accordingly, capable of passing into its opposite 
and vice versa. What unified being and not-being was the process of 
becoming. The astral realm of the Unworldly River ran through all 
dimensions and all times. There was no number in this river as there’s 
none in eternity. It allowed her to experience the process of becoming 
across space-time. The ambit of her consciousness was limited only by 
her reserves of dream energy.

Most dreamtime adepts perceived the dead as flitting imprints on 
the astral plane—brief concentrations of memory and dream as tran-
sient as footprints in the sand. But Hema had the unique ability to 
excite their personalities and histories, to return them, however briefly, 
to a semblance of earthly life.

The murmurs of the dead resounded through her astral self but 
she paused to gather her dream energy before engaging them. This 
next part of her task required extra-added effort. Her principal trick 
for eliciting the dead involved maintaining a delicate mental contra-
diction. She had to dispense with conscious thought altogether and at 
once become aware of its absence. The conceit affirmed the nullity of 
thinking yet was itself thinking. In this way, she became conscious of 
her own nothingness and invited the dead to approach her as one of 
their own.

Soon after she completed this transition, several undulating 
thought-forms began to circle her bleary gold aura. She bent her think-
ing to their frequency of absence and, in a flashing instant, found her-
self in the Herakleion-that-was. Memories of the old city broke into 
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her awareness: the vivid Mediterranean sun; a dazzle of red granite 
towers; the air, warm, briny and shot through with the earthy tang of 
fresh-ground wheat; a convergence of flat-bottomed boats against the 
horizon.

One of the orbiting thought-forms manifested an amulet of the hip-
po-bodied goddess of childbirth and fertility, Taweret. Keying off the 
amulet, Hema inquired about new things using the thought-glyph of 
the stork-like Bennu for emphasis. The thought-form bubbled sea-black 
and wrenched Hema into unexpected depths. The city disappeared 
under a swirling murk, leaving Hema in a panic of impressions—a 
bone-chilling ocean—a coral formation attended by wriggling fish—a 
barnacle-encrusted stele—swift darkness—a deeper cold—then a port 
hole light: a finned machine—one, two of them—cutting through the 
down current (like missiles!)—chased by a cloud of sand—hooded red 
eyes—a serpent (izft)—the chaos-bringer, Apep—fear—fervor—fear—
in the precious deformed—thundering down—fever-hot—obeyed in 
pain and moon-bright—BAB.I.LI-b-b-ba-bwt—

She gasped back into the Herakleion of the waking world, disorient-
ed and stinging from the prick of a sword-point against her neck. Be-
fore her: a baboon-abomination or ian bwt. The Nebwa soldier glared 
at her with red-rimmed eyes. Hema’s heart misgave. As the beast pre-
pared to palm-strike the sword into her throat, she rolled back on her 
shoulders and kicked out. The heels of her leather sandals caught the 
malformed baboon on the jaw hard enough to give it pause. She rolled 
aside to evade the beast’s follow-on lunge. Then its head spun clean of 
its body courtesy of Gapti’s blade. Hema bobbed her head in stunned 
gratitude. Her flower was a fitful smear against the rock.

The guard was under concentrated assault from the Nebwa’s shock 
troops—once-sacred baboons ruined by unguided mutations. Bone 
spurs protruded from her foiled assailant along its shoulders and 
thighs. Others in the immediate vicinity sported sleek contour feath-
ers, prehensile tails, corkscrewed horns and useless bat-like wings. 
They were berserk parodies of their former selves and, like their mas-
ters, lived for the blood-dream of destruction.

The world flushed red at the periphery of Hema’s vision just as the 
statue began to sway. The granite fractured anew and sections calved 
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into empty air to smash below. Gapti understood the source and enor-
mity of the danger at once. “Ammit,” Hema breathed. The Nebwa’s giant 
mutate general Ammit, the Eater of Souls approached. The creature’s 
negative energies tainted the air for some distance and the ground tre-
mored with its every step. Hema could never be sure if Ammit’s pres-
ence signaled a major offensive or served only as a distraction to draw 
the Duah-teh from the Nebwa’s real objectives.

Gapti barked for a general retreat, slung Hema onto his back and 
raced on all fours for the platform’s edge. He barely gave her time to 
tighten her grip on his corselet before leaping headlong to a far ledge. 
Her stomach tumbled after. They skidded across the remnants of Ptah’s 
staff then dropped to a lower outcropping and another lower still. 
Hema renewed her hold on the baboon. The veins on the backs of her 
hands stood out. The rest of the guard followed their path, swinging 
from one cornice or edge to the next, dodging random debris and the 
occasional spear.

They descended with an untraceable, heart-sinking swiftness. Gapti 
pushed himself to his limits, grunting in pain at each jolting hand-
grab or abrupt shift in direction. These days, he felt his advanced years 
down to the spent nub. But he refused to slacken his pace—even af-
ter the ian bwt had abandoned their pursuit—until he and his squad 
reached the city core and safety.

Hema ruffled the fur along his cheek pouches as much to calm the 
quickened pulse in her throat as to show her gratitude. She was still 
reeling from her forced return to the material world. The twin ma-
chines from her dreamtime journey portended an inflection point in 
time, she was sure of it. But when she chased after the meaning of the 
image it faded into blankness. She closed her eyes a moment to bet-
ter recapture the sensations of the Unworldly River. The patchy light 
behind her lids flared and jumped. Then an ominous-sounding word 
came to mind—something that reminded her of kontos, the Byzantine 
word for cavalry spears. No, not just a word, a name: Lancer.


